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Abstract 
Baur, W., On the algebraic complexity of rational iteration procedure, Theoretical Computer 
Science 88 (1991) 313-324. 
Rational iteration procedures such as the Newton iteration or Regula falsi for the approximation of 
algebraic numbers are considered from the point of view of algebraic complexity theory. It is shown 
that n-point procedures satisfying some additional hypothesis can be replaced by l-point procedures 
without increasing the complexity. 
0. Introduction 
Let P(X)=Xd+ad_lXd-l+ ... +CQ, be a polynomial with complex coefficients 
and let CI be a root of P. A (rational) n-point iteration procedure for c( is, roughly 
speaking, a rational function f(X,, . . . , X,_ 1) such that for all starting values 
x0,..., x,_~ sufficiently close to x the sequence defined by Xi=f(Xi_n,..., xi-l) (ian) 
converges to CC. Examples are the Newton iteration and the Regula falsi. The l-step 
complexity 2 (l) of an iteration procedure is the multiplicative complexity off as 
a rational function divided by the logarithm of its order of convergence. Some authors 
call l/9(‘) its efficiency ([6, 41). 
Using slightly more informal notions Ostrowski [S] compares various iteration 
procedures with respect to efficiency. Paterson [6] shows that if c( is an irrational 
algebraic number then any l-point iteration procedure with rational coefficients for 
CI has l-step complexity 3 1. Note that this is not obvious. Kung [4] generalizes this 
result to n-point iteration procedures with coefficients from arbitrary subfields k of C. 
Ritzmann [S] considers iteration procedures that approximate all roots of a general 
polynomial of degree d simultaneously. Using Strassen’s degree bound he shows that 
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Z’(r) 3 d for a restricted class of procedures. Without restrictions, however, it seems to 
be difficult to prove nonconstant lower bounds, i.e. bounds of the form TP”‘>h(d), 
where h is some strictly increasing function. 
After giving precise definitions in Section 1 we prove some simple bounds on the 
complexity of iteration procedures in Section 2. In Section 3 we prove our main 
results: Any multipoint iteration procedure satisfying some technical hypothesis can 
be replaced by a l-point iteration procedure without increasing the complexity 
(Theorems 3.1 and 3.2). In the special case of a-point iteration procedures we can 
considerably weaken our technical hypothesis (Theorem 3.3). Unfortunately, we are 
unable to get along without hypothesis, in contrast to what is suggested in [6]. 
1. Definitions 
Let K= R! or K = @ and let k be a subfield 
procedure (I.P.) for ~EK is a rational function 
&4X,, . ..> X,-,)\k(X,, . . . . X,-i) 
such that for some nonempty neighborhood 
sequence 
(1.1) Xi=f(Xi-n,..., Xi-l) (iail) 
of K. A k-rational n-point iteration 
V of a, if x0,..., x,-~EV then the 
is well-defined and converges to c(. An infinite sequence x0, x1,. . . from @ satisfying 
(1.1) is called an f-sequence (with starting values x0,. . . , x, _ 1). The order (of conver- 
gence) p off is the supremum (if it exists) of all real numbers r such that for any 
f-sequence (Xi)i& with limit a, Ixi-al <(&,*I for all sufficiently large i. 
Remarks. (1) The number $ can of course be replaced by any O<c < 1. 
(2) For a l-point I.P. f the order is just the smallest natural number p> 1 such that 
f’“‘(a) # 0. 
(3) Sometimes the order of an I.P. ffor CI is defined as the supremum p* of all real 
numbers r such that for anyf-sequence (Xi)i~N with limit a, Ixi+ 1 - CII d Ixi- ~1’ for all 
sufficiently large i. Clearly, p* <p. The reason we have chosen p instead of p* as our 
definition of order should become apparent from Example 3. 
Examples. Let k G @ be a subfield and let P( T)Ek [ T] be a polynomial of positive 
degree. Let CI be a simple root of P. 
(1) f(X)=X-gj 
is a l-point I.P. for CI of order 2. This is the well-known Newton iteration for P. 
(2) s(X,, X1)=X1- 
P(Xl)(Xl -XII) 
P(X1)-P(Xo) 
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is a 2-point I.P. for (x of order $(l +$)- 1.618 (Regula falsi, for details see e.g. [S]). 
(3) f(X,, X,)=Xi+X? 
is a 2-point I.P. for 0 of order p = $ (see Theorem 3.1). We leave it to the reader to 
check that p* = 1. 
Let Lk denote the multiplicative (or any other algebraic) complexity measure for 
rational functions from k( X0,. . . , X, _ I ) where the constants from k are free. For any 
k-rational I.P. f of order p > 1 we define its l-step complexity by 
where log means log,. Paterson [6] and Kung [4] call 1/9?i”(f) the efficiency ofJ: 
For a~@ algebraic over k we put _Yi”(c()=inf{ -rP$“(f)lfany k-rational I.P. for a}. 
Putting d=deg P in Examples 1 and 2 above we get Ipi” (Newton)d2d, and 
.9?$‘) (Regula falsi)b(2d+2)/log 1.6. Using the results of Paterson-Stockmeyer [7] 
(cf. [ 11) on rational preprocessing the above upper bounds can roughly be halved. In 
the case of Regula falsi each step except the first requires only one new evaluation of P. 
Therefore, the l-step complexity is not adequate in this case and we propose the 
following concept. 
Letf(X,,..., X,_ 1) be a k-rational n-point I.P. or order p> 1. Put 
f;ijEXi+(nm l)t -(n- l)<i<O, 
f;i+lJ=f(fi-cn- l),...,f;i)), i30. 
f;i, is called the ith iterate off: 
Definitions. (1) For m31 put F,={l;,_.+l),...,f;,-l),~m,}. 
is called the (iterative) complexity off: 
(2) If CZC is algebraic over k, then 
.YJc() = inf { A?‘&) I f any k-rational I.P. for a} 
is called the (iterative) complexity of x (over k). 
We leave it to the reader to check that 
This will be used later. Returning to our two examples we get _!Z’JNewton),<2d and 
9JRegula falsi)<(d+2)/log 1.6 showing that Regula falsi might be “superior” to 
Newton (cf. [S, p. 553). 
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Remark. Our notion of iterative complexity is very weak and, to some extent, 
a matter of taste. Clearly, we have _Y~(f)<9~” (f). Note that all our upper bound 
results are for the more appealing l-step complexity T;Ph”(f). 
2. Bounds on _YJcI) 
If ME@ is algebraic over k of degree d, then both Newton or Regula falsi show that 
Yk(~) d 2 L,(P), where P is the minimum polynomial of CI over k. We now show that 
_YJc() can be much smaller than L,(P). 
Theorem 2.1. There exist constants c 1, c2 > 0 such thatfor any d > 2 there exists ajinite 
extension field k of Q and an algebraic number C(E@ of degree d over k such that 
.92”(a) d c1 log d but L,(P) ac,(d/log d), where P is the minimum polynomial of c( 
over k. 
Proof. By Theorems 1 and 2 of Heintz [2] there exists a polynomial FEQ[X] of 
degree 2d with symmetric Galois group SZd such that for some positive constants c, c2 
independent of d 
(2.1) Lo(F)<clogd, 
(2.2) -%(P) 2 c2 & for some (in fact any) unitary factor PE@[X] 
of F of degree d. 
Note that, unlike Heintz, we do not have a square root on the right-hand side of (2.2). 
This is due to the fact that we use a different complexity measure; for details we refer to 
the proof in [2] and [3]. 
Let k 1 CP be the field generated by the coefficients of P and let M be a root of P. The 
Galois group of P over k is the symmetric group Sd. Therefore, P is irreducible and, 
hence, the minimum polynomial of CI over k. Using Newton iteration for F we obtain 
yxWLk( x-g <3L(F)+1<(3c+l)logd. 0 
Our next theorem gives an upper bound. 
Theorem 2.2. Let HE@ be algebraic over some subjield k and let 
k= k0 G kI c ... G k,= k(a) be a tower of intermediate jields. Then 
f-l 
=Y~“(c()<~ C [ki+,:ki] 
i=O 
In the proof we will use the following fact on the continuity of the roots of 
a polynomial (see e.g. [S, p. 2761). Given F(X)=Xd+a&lXd-l + ... +a,EC [X] 
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and a simple root c( of F there exists a constant C > 0 such that for all sufficiently small 
E>O any G(X)=Xd+bd_lXd-l+ ... +b,gC[X] satisfying Ibi-Uilb& has a unique 
simple root fi such that Ifi- ~(1 d CE”~. 
Proof. For simplicity we consider the case t=2 only. We may assume that 
d,=[k, :k]> 1 and d2=[k(a):k,]> 1. Choose PEkl such that k,=k(fi). Write 
P=H(c() with H(X)Ek[X] of degree <d=d,d,. Let F(Y)Ek[ Y] be the minimum 
polynomial of p over k, and let P(X)=Cp10 biXiEk,[X] be the minimum poly- 
nomial of a over kl . Choose (uniquely determined) polynomials Bi( Y)Ek[ Y] of 
degree <d, such that bi=Bi(p) (O<i<dz) and put P( Y, X)=Cs’o Bi( Y)X’. 
Let rE N, r #O, and put s = rlog dl. We construct an I.P.ffor a as follows. Given an 
approximation x for N, 
(i) compute an approximation y=H(x) for /?; 
(ii) apply r+s steps of the Newton iteration for F starting with y to get a better 
approximation y’ for p; 
(iii) compute bj = Bi(y’), 0 < i < d,; 
(iv) apply r steps of the Newton iteration for the polynomial CkO b:X’ starting 
with x to get x’. Clearly, x’=f(x) for somef(X)Ek(X) satisfying 
L,(f)dd+(r+s).2d, +d,d, +r.2d, 
=2r(dl +d,)+e, 
where e does not contain Y. 
Claim. f is an I.P. for z of order 2’. 
From this it follows that 
3’~“(z)&$2(dl +d,)+e - 2(d, +dz), 
r r *+30 
implying the theorem. 
It remains to prove the claim. Let Ix --rll GE, where E >O is sufficiently small. In the 
sequel ci, c2,... denote suitable constants. Clearly I y - b / d cl Ix - LX I. Next 
ly’-~~~c~Iy-~~~‘~~~c~Ix-~~~~+~ and 
Ib~-biI~c,Iy’-_~~cc,I.~-~12’ts. 
By the fact mentioned just after the theorem, the polynomial Cf2,, b;X’ has a unique 
simple root a’ satisfying 
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Combining the last two inequalities we obtain 
Ix’-aI~Ix’-a’l+Ia’-ccId(cg+cs)Jx--~2’. 
This proves the theorem. 0 
3. Multipoint versus l-point iteration procedures 
In this section we consider the question whether any multipoint I.P. (for some a) can 
be replaced by a l-point I.P. without increasing the complexity. Since the latter are 
much easier to analyse (e.g. with respect to their order of convergence), a positive 
answer would be of interest. Before proving partial positive results we introduce some 
terminology. 
Letf(X,,..., X, _ r ) be an n-point I.P. for c(. 
A(f)= 
i 
(h~~~.r.L1k~n 
a% 
axj”...axj__l (a,..., a)#0 I ‘, ii, (0) 
is called the support ofJ Forj=( jO,...,jn_i)EN”,j#O, we call 
Cj(T)=T”-j,_lT”-l- . . . -j, 
the index polynomial ofj. Cj( T) has a unique positive real root, denoted by qj (see 
[S, p. 911). The real number 
4=min{qjIkd(f)) (2 1) 
is called the formal order ofJ: It is easily seen that this minimum exists. If we consider 
the partial order on N” given by 
(j, ,..., j,_,)<(l, ,..., l,_i)ojy<l, for all v, 
then q =qj for some <-minimal +A(f). Furthermore, if f=a+ P/Q, where 
P, Qea=Cx,,..., Xn_i], Q(cc ,..., cc)#O, then A(f) and A(P) have the same minimal 
elements. 
In the following p (q) always denotes order (resp. formal order) of iteration 
procedures. Note that for any l-point I.P. we have p=q. 
Theorem 3.1. For any n-point iteration procedure f (for some IX) we have q dp. If q = qj 
for exactly one jE A( f ), then q = p. 
Proof. Without loss of generality (w.1.o.g.) let c1= 0. First we show that for any 0 < r < q 
the following holds: 
(3.1) For all sufficiently small d>O and all x~,...,x,_~EK, tyfxil<d*‘, OQi<n, 
then If(xg,...r~,_l)I~d’n. 
It is easily seen that this implies the first assertion of the theorem. 
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Write f=P/Q, where P, QEC[X, ,..., Xnpl], Q(O)#O, and choose do, H>O such 
that Ixil<d, (O<i<n) implies H<lQ(xo,..., ~,_~)1<2H. Now let O<r<q and 
I=(&,..., 1, _ 1 )E A (P). Then 0 < r < qi and, therefore, 
C[ (r) < 0. 
If 1 Xi I< dr’ for some d, then 
(3.2) Ix2 ... Xf;~iI~Itlo+llr+...+I,,~,r”~‘=dr”-C/(r). 
Put p=min{-C,(r)IZEd(P)} (>O). If O<ddmin(l,d,) satisfies S/Hd”<l, where 
S is the sum of the absolute values of the coefficients of the monomials occurring in P, 
then If(xO,..., x,_ 1)l dd’“. This proves (3.1). 
Now let q=qifor exactly onej=(j,,...,jn_,)Ed(P). Write 
where q<ql for all IELI( Choose O<v, O<&<q such that C,(t)< -v for all 
IELI and all t satisfying It--ql<e. Let q--e<r<q<p<q+c. Again, it is easily 
seen that it suffices to prove the following strengthening of (3.1): 
If p”<r”+ v/2, then for all s@iciently small d>O, dP’< lxil <d*’ (06 i< n) 
implies dP” < I f ( x0, , x, 1 ) I< d’“. 
Estimating the summands of PI using (3.2) as before, we get 
Pl(%,...,X,-1) <Sd n 
Q(x 
,’ +.<#"+"'2_/d~" 
a,..., X,-I) ‘H 
if d > 0 is sufficiently small. On the other hand, from I xi I 2 dQi we get I x$ . . . xk:i I 2 
dP”-ci(P). Therefore, 
If(x x _ )l>~dP”~Cj(P)_dP”=dP” a,..., n 1 A 
2H 
pCj( )_l . 
Since Cj(p)>O, the expression in the bracket is > 1 for sufficiently small d>O. 0 
Theorem 3.2. For any k-rational n-point iteration procedure f satisfying p=q> 1 and 
any E > 0 there exists a k-rational 1 -point iteration procedure g (for the same x) such that 
Y;Pl”(g)<IPk(f )+E. 
Proof. Any rational function hE@( X0,. . . , X, _ 1 ) whose denominator does not vanish at 
(a,..., a) can be viewed as a formal power series h=Cj Uj(Xo-Cr)jO . ..(X._,--a)jn-‘. 
Define 
h(h)=min{IzI j, I aj+O} if h#O. 
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Consider f and its iterates pi, (i 3 - n + 1). First we show by induction on r that 
(3.3) s(~ij-~)~qi. 
This is clear if i < 0. Write 
f-LX= 1 l7j(XO-Cc)'" .” (X,_ 1 -Ct)jnm’, 
4jaY 
where the sum is taken over all j such that qj> q. For i>O we have by definition 
f;i+l)- CC= 1 Uj(f;i_n+l,-M)j"."(~i)-M)jn-'. 
4j>Y 
Therefore, using the induction hypothesis we get 
Now jOqi-“+l+ ... +j,_,qi=q’-“fl(q”-Cj(q)). Since qj>q implies Cj(q)6O, we 
conclude that S(~i+ l)-~)>qi+‘. This proves (3.3). 
Let P(X)Ek[X] be the minimum polynomial of M over k, d=deg P. Choose ieN 
such that 
L(Fi) -e,(f)+;, 
ilogq 
d 
-GE. 
ilogq 2 
Choose co,. . . , c, _ 1 EN such that for 
S~x~~~f~i~~x~+c~p~x~~~~~~~ xo+cn-lp(xo)) 
we have 
(The c, have to be introduced in order to avoid divisions by zero after replacing all X, 
by X0 in an optimal computation Of~o.) Clearly, g(X,) is a k-rational l-point I.P. for 
CI of order 3 6(f;i, - tx) > qi. Hence, 
yolk< fdc(g) <L(Fi)+ d 
k -<zk(f)+E. 0 
‘llog’ilogq ilogq 
In the case n=2 we can prove more. 
Theorem 3.3. If q < p for a 2-point iteration procedure f (X0, Xl) for some c(, then 
1 <qEN and 
$(ct, a)=0 and g(u, a)#O. 
1 
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Corollary. For any symmetric (i.e. f(X,, X,) =f(X,, X,)) 2-point iteration procedure 
f(X,, X,) we have q=p. 
Proof of Corollary. Assume q<p. Then 1 <HEN and (0, q)Ed(f) by the theorem. 
Hence, j=(q, O)~d(f) by symmetry. But qj=&<q; a contradiction. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Again w.1.o.g. let cc=O. Write f=P/Q, P, QEC[X,, X,], 
Q(0, O)#O. We show p=q in case one of the conclusions of Theorem 3.3 is violated. 
Case 1: q$N. Let j=(j,,j,)Ed(f) such that Cj (q) = 0. Since Cj (T) is a manic 
polynomial with integer coefficients, it follows that q$Q. Therefore, Cj is the minimum 
polynomial of q over Q. Since the latter is uniquely determined, the hypothesis of 
Theorem 3.1 is satisfied and we conclude p = q. 
From now on we assume qsN. The pairs j=(j,,j,)EN’ such that qj=q are 
(04, q-a), 0 d 0 d q. Write 
s f 
P(X,, X,)= c a,X;qX4,-c+ c aoxp x$1, 
0=* a=s+ 1 
where r<s.<q? a,a,#O, and the pairs j=(jO,e,jO,r) (s<a<t) enumerate the sum- 
mands ax; Xy in P such that q( j,, j,j > q. 
LetO<HandO<vl<lsuchthatIx,l,Ix,IdyimpliesHdIQ(x,,x,)l~2H,andput 
s= i Id 
(r=r 
m=max({j,,, ls<c<t}u{q}). 
Case 2: 
&i (0,O) #O, i.e. s = q. 
Put 
d= I% ___ and v= min -Cjc(q). 
2H+4S S<U<f 
We show that for allf-sequences (xi) converging to 0 we have either lxi+ 1 I >d /xi14 or 
I xi+ 2 I 3 d I Xi Iq2 for all sufficiently large i. Clearly, this implies p = q. 
SO let (Xi) be anf-sequence converging to 0 and fix i such that I xjl 6 min { y, ,l”‘} for 
all jai. NOW, if Ixi+ll<dlxil’, then 
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Ixily) 1 Ixilq2 
Case3: q=l.Ifs=q(=l)weareinCase2,hence,p=q.Ifs<q,thenr=s(=O)and 
we get p=q by applying Theorem 3.1. It remains to prove that p=q in Case 4. 
Case 4: 
g(O,O)=O_i.e. ~31. 
1 
If r = s, we get p = q by applying Theorem 3.1. Therefore, we may assume 
(3.4) 1 dr<s<q. 
Let X, AE@, A #O such that 1x1, IAx41 d u]. An easy computation yields 
a,A-“+ 2 a,Aj,,-4x-%(q) (Axq)q. 
o=s+l 
Define R(A, x) by 
(3.5) j-(x, Axq)=R(A, x)(Ax~)~. 
We estimate R(A, x) as follows. If /Al 3 1, then 
and if IAlGl, then 
Therefore, if IAl38S/Iu,I and ~A”x~<~a,~/8S, then 
(3.6) (a,l,Al-‘<,R(A,~)l<~‘~” 
4H ’ 
\4H IAl-‘, 
and if IAl<lu,l/8S and (A-“‘xl<lu,l/8S, then 
(3.7) la,llAl-“~IR(A,~)l<~‘~” 
4H 
.w IAl_“. 
Next we need the following lemma. 
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Lemma. Let Ao, xocC such that 
Dejine xl,x2,Al, A2 by x1=AOx8, x~=~(x~,x~)=A~x‘~,~(x~,x~)=A~x~. Then 
I&l6IA2I, I Aixz I d I A;4 
jAJq’<jAild~A~lq’ (O<id2). 
Proof. First note that lAoI >8S/la,l> 1 by (3.8), and Ai+l =R(Ai, Xi) (i=O, 1) by (3.5). 
From (3.8), (3.9) and (3.6) we obtain 
(3.10) IA,l-r-“3~IA11dIAo1-‘+1’3. 
Hence, IAI161Aol- ‘I2 6 la, I/&S by (3.8), and 
~A;“x,~$~A~~“‘“1~3~+1~x~~q~,A~qx~,~,Afxo,~~ by (3.9). 
Therefore, (3.7) gives 
Using (3.8) and (3.10) we get 
(3.11) IAoIS(r-1/3)~1/3~IA21~IAOIS(*+1/3)+li3, 
Since 1 ds(r- l/3)- l/3 by (3.4), we get lAoI d 1 A, 1. Finally, 
IA?‘x~l61& m(s(*+1/3)+1/3)-*+1/3+qlXOlq2 (by (3,10), (3.11)) 
<lAolmq2/~olq’ (by (3.4)) 
dlATxol. 
The last assertion of the lemma is a trivial consequence of (3.10) and (3.11). Hence, the 
lemma is proved. 0 
Now choose x0, A,,E@- (0) such that the hypothesis of the lemma is satisfied. 
Consider the f-sequence (xi)icN with starting values x0, x1 = Aox:. Applying the 
lemma inductively we get 
xi+ 1 =A,x~ 
for some Ai satisfying 
IA&q’<IAil<lAJq’. 
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From this it easily follows that for any r>q there exists a constant d >O such that 
1 xi I> d” for all i. Hence, p < q. 0 
Concluding remark. The difficulty in replacing multipoint iteration procedures f by 
l-point procedures without increasing the complexity seems to lie in the order of 
convergence p of the former. If p can be related to some algebraic property off; e.g. 
our formal order of convergence q, then there are no problems. However, we do not 
know whether p=q always holds. 
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